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Directions to Griggs Park
Griggs Park is located between Brookline Village and Washington Square.
Take Washington Street from Brookline
Village, past the intersection with Cypress Street. Go several blocks and take
a right onto Griggs Terrace. The park is
on the corner of Griggs Road and Griggs
Terrace. Enter the park from the gate
near the swings to begin your quest.
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ment. If you would like to receive
copies of quests for other Brookline
sanctuaries, or would be interested
in writing your own quest, please call
the Hall’s Pond Learning Project at
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617-277-4777 or email us at
HallsPondLearning@hotmail.com
Hall’s Pond Learning Project
40 Webster Place
Brookline, MA 02445
617-277-4777
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Take the Challenge!

The Hall’s Pond Learning Project receives generous
support from the Brookline Community Fund, the
Brookline Conservation Commission and the Brookline GreenSpace Alliance.
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Follow the clues inside
and learn about the
nature of Griggs Park

Griggs Park Nature Quest
By Judith Steinbergh

In a circle of willows is an emerald gem,
Enter the gate near the swings and come in.
Stand still for a minute, listen and lookYou can read this small world
like the page of a book.
Ahead stands a huge silver maple, just one,
with seven strong trunks spreading out in the sun.
Are there leaf buds or flowers
or seed wings that twirl?
Are there leaves like your hands with
fingers that curl?
Draw maple leaf or seed here.

Kousa dogwood appears near the second park gate,
with cream-colored bracts, it is iced like a cake.
And outside the fence bright daylilies tie
up the park in orange ribbons in early July.
To your left, buttercups, grass and beyond
where water gathers, is a small vernal pond,
dry in some seasons, in springtime it fills
with tadpoles and sounds of spring
peepers’ trills.
Is there water there now?

What else can you hear, any songs of blackbirds?
Through the dense trees, do you hear any words?
Who else is here, are there insects that bite?
A boy with a puppy? A girl with a kite?
Keep walking, keep counting the willows and find
one on the slope that has roots that entwine,
roots that are twisted and thick and so big
that it might be the grandpa or grandma of Griggs.

Walk on the path toward the right and begin
to count all the willows that circle the rim,
some new and tender, some ancient and vast,
all ages like people wandering past.
Imagine in autumn, how willow leaves yellow,
Imagine in wind how they rustle and bellow.
How they sway and they sweep
and they shimmer all silver,
how in winter they glow with glitter all over.

How many willows do you count?

Pass the third gate — to your left is a garden,
a small Eden to remember Ms. Solomon.
Sit down on a crescent shaped bench, it’s okay,
take out your sketch book and draw like Monet.
Now follow the stone rim around a small pond,
look for cattails and iris and ferny green frond.
Stand on the large concrete slab undisturbed,
unseen you will see so many more birds.

Straight ahead is the playground where toddlers collide
As they ride tiny bikes or slip down the slide,
And swing on the swings
while their parents are chattering.
Here’s the playroom of Griggs,
where families are gathering.
What languages do you hear?

Behind the sandbox discover three pines,
Count the needles in each little bundle—a sign,
Gather some pine cones that
lie on the ground,
Are they egg-shaped and small?
Are they shiny light brown?
Your “quest” walk at Griggs is
nearly complete,
how many willows circle and meet?
If you saw between twenty and twenty-four,
we might just have something special in store.
How many willows have you counted?

Behind the first willow, near the first gate
is a box on the fence where a stamp pad awaits.
Stamp your passport to show that you’ve
finished your quest.
Griggs Park is like home, and you are its guest.

OFFICIAL PASSPORT

How many willows do you see?

On the right, forsythia flings golden sprays
in April when sun warms us up with its rays.
In May, pink cherries, white apple trees bloom.
To your left is a series of grass living rooms
for a picnic or reading where light dapples through.
Find a dark hide-a-way with a beautiful view.
Run back out and visit the next grass oasis
where seven tall trees create special places.
How many willows do you count?

What birds do you see? Crows? Cardinal?
Robin? Sparrow? Finch? Bluejay? Geese?

Left, from the path, a forsythia bush—
Leafy tunnels will lead you, don’t hurry, don’t push!
Only children and insects and squirrels crawl here,
What secrets did beetles tell in your ear?
Draw a map of the tunnels here.

Fill the boxes below with the underlined letters from the
Quest and read a special message!

